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Optimal Phase Control for Equal-Gain Transmission
in MIMO Systems With Scalar Quantization:

Complexity and Algorithms
Kin-Kwong Leung, Chi Wan Sung, Majid Khabbazian, and Mohammad Ali Safari

Abstract—The complexity of the optimal phase control problem
in wireless MIMO systems with scalar feedback quantization and
equal-gain transmission is studied. The problem is shown to be
NP-hard when the number of receive antennas grows linearly with
the number of transmit antennas. For the case where the number of
receive antennas is constant, the problem can be solved in polyno-
mial time. An optimal algorithm is explicitly constructed. For prac-
tical purposes, a low-complexity algorithm based on local search is
presented. Simulation results show that its performance is nearly
optimal.

Index Terms—Beamforming, closed-loop diversity, equal-gain
transmission, limited feedback, MIMO systems, phase control.

I. INTRODUCTION

S PACE diversity is a key technology to improve the perfor-
mance of a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) wire-

less communication system in a fading environment, which can
be utilized at the transmitter, or the receiver, or both. At the re-
ceiver side, it can be achieved by suitably combining multiple
copies of receive signals to boost the average signal-to-noise
ratio (see [19] and the references therein). At the transmitter
side, different techniques are available, which are usually clas-
sified into open loop or closed loop, depending on whether there
is any feedback information sent from the receiver to the trans-
mitter [5]. Open-loop diversity can be realized by the use of
space-time codes (e.g., [1], [11], [22], [23]). Closed-loop diver-
sity, first proposed by Gerlach and Paulraj [9], can yield a better
performance at the expense of feedback information. Based on
the estimated channel gain matrix, the receiver calculates the
optimal antenna weight vector and then sends it back to the
transmitter. This technique is also called beamforming [6], [7].
When space diversity is employed at both the transmitter and
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receiver, a diversity order in proportion to the product of the
number of transmit and receive antennas can be achieved in the
narrow-band Rayleigh fading channel.

In this paper, we focus on closed-loop diversity. Since infor-
mation needs to be fed back to the transmitter from the receiver
via a feedback channel typically of limited bandwidth, the op-
timal antenna weight vector has to be quantized before being
sent back. If the quantization level is sufficiently dense, one may
simply choose a quantized point that is closest in Euclidean dis-
tance to the optimal vector. In practice, however, the allowed
feedback information is rather limited. Therefore, two questions
need to be answered:

1) How should one design the set of quantized weight vec-
tors? We call this set quantization set or codebook.

2) Given the codebook, how to find the element with optimal
beamforming? This is the codeword assignment problem.

A simple design of the codebook is to quantize the amplitude
and phase of each transmit antenna independently. This class of
quantization schemes is called scalar quantization (SQ). To ob-
tain better beamforming performance, one can consider jointly
quantizing the parameters for different antennas. This class of
schemes is called vector quantization (VQ). VQ codebook de-
sign has been widely studied in the literature, e.g., [18]. A design
criterion that guarantees full diversity order is obtained in [14]
by relating it to Grassmannian line packings [4]. Codebooks that
meet Welch lower bound in certain cases are constructed in [25].

In practice, additional constraints on the codebook may be
imposed. For example, a technique called equal-gain transmis-
sion, which does not require the antenna amplifier to modify the
amplitudes of the transmit signal, allows the use of inexpensive
amplifiers at the antennas. Indeed, equal-gain transmission at
the transmitter and equal-gain combining at the receiver have
already been considered low-cost alternatives to maximal ratio
transmission and combining, respectively [3], [17], [26]. Code-
book design for equal-gain transmission can be found in [13],
[16]. A separate gain and phase codebook is designed in [20].

Given a codebook, we have to assign an appropriate codeword
in real time, based on the current channel realization. In the ideal
case where the codebook is the entire complex space, it is well
known that the optimal codeword can be obtained by solving an
eigenvector problem. With the additional equal-gain constraint,
the problem is shown to be nonconvex, and semi-definite re-
laxation can be used to obtain approximate solutions [27]. In
practice, however, the codebook should consist of only a finite
number of points, which can be designed by SQ and VQ tech-
niques as mentioned above. To find the optimal codeword, most
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of the aforementioned papers assume exhaustive search, which
is computationally inefficient.

In this paper, we investigate whether fast algorithm ex-
ists. While many VQ codebooks are generated by numerical
methods and have no explicit form, we conduct our studies
under the assumptions of SQ codebooks and equal-gain trans-
mission. In other words, all the feedback bits are used to adjust
the transmission phases of the transmit antennas. We call it the
optimal phase control problem for SQ system, which is combi-
natorial in nature. Finding the optimal solution by brute force
has computational complexity increasing exponentially with
the number of transmit antennas, . Suboptimal solutions for
this problem have been proposed in the literature. One example
is the Co-phase Algorithm, whose complexity is linear with
[10], [12]. Another suboptimal approach is Local Search [21],
which has better performance but higher complexity. It is not
clear, however, whether polynomial-time optimal algorithm
exists. We provide an answer to this question in this paper. Our
results are summarized as follows:

• When the number of receive antennas grows linearly with
transmit antennas, the optimal phase control problem
is NP-hard. An implication of this result is that the op-
timal beamforming problem with VQ codebooks is also
NP-hard.

• When either the number of receive or transmit antennas is
constant and the other number grows, the problem can be
solved in polynomial time. The proof is constructive.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section
is the problem definition. The NP-hardness of the first case is
proved in Section III, by reducing the maximum cut, which
is a well-known NP-complete problem in graph theory. In
Section IV, we prove the existence of polynomial time algo-
rithm for the second case by construction. In Section V, we
consider sub-optimal algorithms for solving the general phase
control problem. Section VI is the simulations and the paper
is concluded in Section VII. Most of the proofs are put in the
appendices.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

We consider a single user multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) system, with transmit and receive antennas. We
call it an -MIMO system. We assume that the channels
are under flat fading and let be an complex matrix
with entry representing the link gain between transmit
antenna and receive antenna , and be
an -dim complex column vector representing the transmit
signal. Assume that the channel is quasi-static so that remains
constant for the duration of a block. For simplicity, we omit the
time index, and, therefore, the noise-free receive signal is

(1)

Assume that the receiver end has perfect channel state infor-
mation (CSI). It controls the signals of the transmit antennas
through a band-limited feedback channel.

A. General Beamforming Problem

The general beamforming problem assumes that a predefined
codebook of transmit vectors is known to both transmit
and receive ends. The receiver calculates the optimal beam-
forming vector based on the CSI and sends the index of the
vector back to the transmitter. The optimal beamforming is to
determine such that the power of the receive signal

is maximized. This is equivalent to max-
imizing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which is optimal for
maximum likelihood decoding, provided that the noise term is
additive and white Gaussian.

Therefore, the optimal beamforming problem can be ex-
pressed as

(2)

We denote

(3)

where is the Hermitian transpose of the complex matrix .
We use to denote its transpose.

B. Phase Control Problem

We also define a special case of the general beamforming
problem—the phase control problem. It assumes equal-gain
transmission and scalar quantization. In other words, each
component has a constant amplitude and the phase of is
quantized into discrete values as follows:

where .
Let and

. To simplify our model and improve readability, we
assume in the derivation that for all .
However, all our theoretical results on optimal phase control
can be easily extended to cover the general model with different

’s. For convenience in notation, we extend the sets of
and for beyond with and for all

. Similar to the optimal beamforming problem, the objective
of the optimal phase control problem is

(4)

III. NP-HARDNESS OF THE OPTIMAL PHASE CONTROL AND

BEAMFORMING PROBLEMS

In this section, we will prove that when the number of receive
antennas grows linearly with the number of transmit antennas,
the phase control problem is NP-hard. Since the phase control
problem is a special case of the general beamforming problem,
the result implies that the optimal beamforming problem is also
NP-hard.

We show the NP-hardness by reducing the maximum cut
(MAXCUT) problem [8] to the phase control problem with two
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quantized phases, i.e., for all .
Let be the th column of and define the function

if
otherwise

(5)

Also define and as the real and imaginary
parts of the complex number respectively. When is a ma-
trix, and are applied componentwise.

When each is either +1 or , we have

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

where . Hence, with
bipolar phases, the phase control problem (4) can be expressed
as

maximize

subject to (10)

Any algorithm that solves the phase control problem (4)
solves (10).

On the other hand, consider an undirected graph with the
vertex set . Let be a real symmetric ma-
trix where the entry represents the weight of the edge
between vertices and . The MAXCUT problem is to find a
subset such that

(11)

is maximized, where . We define

(12)

The MAXCUT problem can be written as

maximize

subject to (13)

Since is a symmetric matrix, we can diagonalize it such
that , where is a real orthonormal matrix com-
posed of the eigenvectors of and is a real diagonal ma-
trix. Any MAXCUT problem with vertices can be transformed
to the optimal phase control problem in an -MIMO
system with link gain matrix .

Note that some entries of may be negative and, hence, is a
complex matrix in general. With the above reduction, any algo-
rithm that solves such a phase control problem can solve the
MAXCUT problem and we have proved the following theorem:

Theorem 1: The phase control problem in an -MIMO
system is NP-hard.

Corollary 2: The phase control problem in an
-MIMO system is NP-hard when grows linearly with .
Proof: Let . It suffices to show that an

phase control problem can be reduced to a
problem. To do this, we choose the following instance of the

problem: let all entries other than the upper left
submatrix of be zeroes. This is equivalent to a

problem, since only the first components of needs to be
determined.

Since the optimal phase control problem is a special case of
the optimal beamforming problem, we have the following corol-
lary:

Corollary 3: The optimal beamforming in vector quantiza-
tion is NP-hard when grows linearly with .

IV. COMPLEXITY OF OPTIMAL PHASE CONTROL

FOR SOME SPECIAL CASES

Although the phase control problem is NP-hard, efficient al-
gorithms may exist when either or is small while the other
grows. Firstly, we consider fixing the number of transmit an-
tennas . For this case, we can simply evaluate all candi-
dates and choose the optimal one. The complexity of this ex-
haustive search method is , which is linear in the
growing variable . We, therefore, have the following result.

Theorem 4: When the number of receive antennas grows
while fixing the number of transmit antennas, there is polyno-
mial-time algorithm to solve the optimal phase control problem.

A more complicated problem is the other case, which keeps
constant while grows. The rest of this section will focus

on this case and shows that polynomial-time algorithm also ex-
ists. Before describing the algorithm, we first illustrate the idea
geometrically.

A. Geometric Illustration

Although the number of possible transmit signals is exponen-
tial in , when we look at the receive-signal space, we can sort
out a subset of candidates of cardinality polynomial in .

We first consider the receive signal due to one transmit an-
tenna. There are choices of transmit phases and the sig-
nals differ only by a complex scalar at the receiver side. There-
fore, the receive signals are all on the same complex circle
in an -dim complex space. We then partition the circle into

regions using the bisectors of two neighbouring phases as the
boundaries, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Here is an important fact: If
the projection of the optimal receive signal onto the circle in
Fig. 1 falls into Region 1, then the corresponding transmit phase
must be . Otherwise, there would be contradiction to the op-
timality assumption of .
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Fig. 1. Projection space showing three quantized phases of the signal from one
transmit antenna. The boundaries are the bisectors of the neighbouring signals.

Now we know that by projecting onto the complex circle
corresponding to the received signal from transmit antenna ,
we can derive . Therefore, we can divide the unit sphere in the

-dimensional receive signal space along the phase bisectors
of all transmit antennas and form the regions as shown in Fig. 2.
Each region is commonly called a Voronoi cell. By cutting the
sphere in this way, the projection of all vectors within the same
cell onto a given complex circle would fall in the same region
as shown in Fig. 1. In other words, if we know which cell the
optimal receive vector is in, we can conclude which transmit
phases had been used in the transmit signal. Each Voronoi cell
corresponds to one transmit signal. We call the signal a candi-
date transmit signal. The number of candidate transmit signals
is equal to the number of Voronoi cells. Our next step is to show
that the number of cells is polynomial in .

Observe that each cell must have some corner points, each
of which is the intersection of hyperplanes (bisec-
tors). Since each of the antennas have bisectors, there
are totally hyperplanes. If the normal vectors of any

hyperplanes are linearly independent, there are exactly

corner points, each of which has neighboring

cells, and, thus, the number of Voronoi cells is upper bounded

by .

In general, however, the linear independence assumption may
not hold; some corner points may be the intersections of more
than hyperplanes as shown in Fig. 3. In that case, a
naive way to count the number of neighboring cells to such a
corner point may lead to a loose upper bound that grows expo-
nentially with . To figure out the actual number of cells neigh-
boring to such a corner point, we consider a neighborhood of
that corner on the surface, as shown by the dotted line
in Fig. 3. If the corner point is the intersection of hyperplanes,
the problem now becomes counting the number of Voronoi cells
formed by hyperplanes in a -dimensional space.
This is essentially the same as our original problem, which is
to count the number of Voronoi cells formed by hyper-
planes in a -dimensional space. As illustrated in the figure,

the problem space is reduced from a 3-D sphere to a 2-D circle
(in dotted line). Based on this idea, a recursive algorithm is de-
veloped in the next section. The number of Voronoi cells turns
out to be .

B. Polynomial-Time Algorithm

We first state some notations and lemmas for describing the
algorithm. Proofs of lemmas are left to the appendices.

Since is finite, optimal transmit vector exists for any given
. Note that there may be multiple optimal transmit vectors. An

example is where all the phases of the transmit vectors are uni-
formly and identically quantized, a constant shift of all transmit
phases of an optimal transmit signal results in another optimal
transmit vector. Although the problem may have multiple op-
timal solutions, our algorithm is able to find all of them.

We denote one of the optimal transmit vector(s) by
, and the corresponding receive vector by

. Recall that is the th column of
. Without loss of generality, we assume that for all

. Our first lemma below states that the optimal
transmit phases of the transmit antennas must be the ones that
are closest to the projection of .

Lemma 5:

for all .
To define the Voronoi cells, let be the set

(14)

Then each of the Voronoi cells can be written as for
some . It is obvious that and are
disjoint for . Hence, the Voronoi cells are disjoint with
one another. Furthermore, the closure of all cells tessellates the
whole space.

Let be a row vector defined as

(15)

for . We see that
defines the bisector of the receive signal points and

. Indeed, can be re-written in the following form:

Lemma 6:

Let be the matrix with as the th row. Then each
row of represents a bisector of the quantized phases for the

th transmitter antenna. Concatenate , for ,
to form the block matrix:

... (16)

Therefore, is an matrix.
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Fig. 2. � -dim sphere of the receive signal space is partitioned into many Voronoi cells. Each cell corresponds to an� -dimensional transmit phase vector.

Fig. 3. When the linear independence assumption does not hold, many hyper-
planes intersect at one vertex. Identifying the regions in the circle (in dotted line)
is similar to the original problem but in a lower dimension space.

The next step is to construct a function that gives us the corre-
sponding candidate transmit signal from receive signal vectors.
Define the sign function for matrices as follows: If

(17)

then is a matrix with the same dimension as and the th
entry of is defined as

(18)

Let

(19)

Since is a block matrix, is also a block matrix, with
blocks and each block an matrix. Label the th entry

in the th block of as .
Define the following partial function, :

if for each , there exists a unique
such that and where

. Otherwise, is undefined. Then we imme-
diately have the following result:

Lemma 7: If is an optimal receive signal vector, then the
corresponding optimal transmit vector is .

The key idea of our algorithm is to search through all Voronoi
cells rather than the set of all transmit signals. Note that each
Voronoi cell can be identified by a . It might
seem that there are possible values for . In that case, the
number of possible candidates grows exponentially in . In
reality, however, this is not the case, since is empty
for some and thus does not correspond to any
(nonempty) Voronoi cells. As we will see later, the number of
valid Voronoi cells is only . That explains why we
can construct a polynomial-time algorithm.

Definition 1: Let be the set of vectors that are linear
combinations of the columns of matrix with real numbers as
coefficients.

Definition 2: Let be a matrix and be a subset of
. We construct a row submatrix of ,
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written as , by taking the th row from for all .
Therefore, is a matrix.

For any complex matrix , define as the block matrix
, and the extended rank of as the rank of

.

Lemma 8: For any complex matrix with extended
rank , and -dim column complex vector , there are a subset

and such that

(20)

and (21)

where and has extended rank .
Moreover, the choice of is unique for each , up to scalar
multiples.

The above lemma is crucial to the development of our algo-
rithm. It implies that given any , there is a subset and vector

such that

(22)

(23)

Note that is a corner point of a Voronoi cell, and can be ob-
tained by solving (23). Since has rank at most , the
number of distinct ’s (up to real scalar multiple) that satisfy the

above conditions for some is bounded by . Once

is determined, the th component of , is given by (22).
If the number of components not in is small (in the sense that
it does not grow with ), then we are done because the number
of Voronoi cells (or equivalently, the possible values for ) is
polynomial in . Otherwise, we can apply the same idea recur-
sively.

We are now ready to describe the polynomial-time algorithm.
Description of the Algorithm: From the link gain matrix

and phase quantization set , construct matrix of dimension
from (15) and (16). Let be the extended rank of

, where . The algorithm is an iterative process com-
posed of levels. is a subset of . At each level,
the cardinality of increases and the extended rank of is
reduced by 1.

1) At level 1, we find all possible ’s that satisfy

for some . We will see in the next sub-

section that there are at most distinct ’s. Label

, and . Here is the detailed procedure:
a) For each subset of that has cardinality

, if the extended rank of is , then
solve the following equations for :

Put all solutions ’s (for any ) into a list.
b) Let be the number of distinct elements in the list

of . Identify and label each of them as

. Put the index into the set , for
.

c) For , define as the set that
consists of the indices of all rows of that satisfy

, and define as .
2) At level , we have a set of ,

, which was generated at level . For each
, we do the following:

a) For each subset of that has cardi-
nality , if the extended rank of is ,
then solve the following equations for :

Put all solutions ’s into a list.
b) Let be the number of distinct elements in the list.

Identify and label each of them as
. Put the index into the set ,

for .
c) For , define as the

subset of that consists of the indices
of all rows of that satisfy

, and define the th component of as
follows:

for
otherwise

3) After level , we have obtained the set
. The optimal solution can be obtained

by comparing all ’s. Let be a maxi-
mizer of . An optimal solution is then . If it is needed
to determine all the optimal solutions, one can first find all
the maximizers of and then apply the function to each
of them.

By Lemma 8, we can check that if the th coor-
dinate of and are equal for all

, then there is such that the th co-
ordinate of and are equal for all

. Since the condition is true when
, by mathematical induction, there is

after level such that . Therefore, comparing all
gives us all the optimal transmit vectors.

The pseudocode of the above algorithm can be found in
Appendix D.

C. Complexity Analysis of Algorithm

Now we show that the complexity of the algorithm is polyno-
mial in . We need one more lemma from basic linear algebra
to bound the number of steps.

Lemma 9: Let be a complex matrix with extended
rank . There exists a subset such that has
exactly elements and has extended rank .
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• The initialization stage involves the construction of and
the evaluation of its extended rank, which can be done in

computations.
• To analyze the complexity of level 1, we decompose it into

different steps:
— The first step is to find out all distinct . By Lemma

9, there are at most choices of subset

. For each of them, evaluation of requires solving
a system of equations, which has complexity
of . To label distinct ’s as , we may do
a sorting on all ’s. This requires com-
putations. Hence, the overall complexity in this step is

, assuming that is a constant.
— To find for each , we need to figure

out which row of satisfies the equation
. This requires computa-

tions. Since can have
at most members, this step requires
computations.

— To determine , we need computations for
each . Totally, computations is required.

Since and is as-

sumed to be constant, the overall complexity of level 1 is
.

• Basically, level 2 has the same procedure as level 1. There-
fore, they have the same complexity, except that the car-
dinality of is higher than . To find a
suitable upper bound, we focus on a particular . Let

. Note that any subset
with extended rank of equal would have yielded
the same , up to a scalar, by solving the equation

(24)

for . At level 1, we have evaluated at most sub-

sets of and of them have produced

. To evaluate vector at level 2, there are at

most subsets of . Since this relation holds

for any other , the ratio between the number of dis-
tinct to the number of must be bounded by

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

Therefore, the number of distinct is less than
, and the overall complexity of level 2 can be

proved to be .
• Similarly the complexity of level is

for . Since the number of levels, , is less
than , the overall complexity of the algorithm is

. Keeping

constant, the complexity is , which is polyno-
mial in and .

The following result concludes this section:

Theorem 10: When the number of transmit antennas grows
while fixing the number of receive antennas, there is polyno-
mial-time algorithm to solve the optimal phase control problem.

V. SUBOPTIMAL ALGORITHMS

In Section III, it is shown that the optimal phase control
problem is NP-hard in general. However, if we relax our solu-
tion to a sub-optimal one, efficient algorithms can be developed.
In this section, we present two such sub-optimal algorithms.

A. Co-Phase Algorithm

The Co-phase Algorithm was proposed in [10], [12]. The idea
is to determine the phase of each antenna independently against
the phase of the first antenna. Precisely, for , we
find , which maximizes the expression

(29)

where is the th entry of the matrix . A straightfor-
ward implementation of this algorithm has complexity propor-
tional to .

B. Local Search Algorithm

Local Search is an iterative algorithm. At each iteration, it
generates an updated transmit vector from the neigh-
borhood of . We define the neighborhood of a vector , de-
noted by , as the set of vectors whose Hamming distance
from is smaller than or equal to 1. The weight vector is iter-
ated as follows:

(30)

The algorithm outputs the vector when no more improve-
ment can be made, i.e., .

The algorithm always stops, since
are strictly increasing

and there are only a finite number of points. However, there
is no guarantee on how close is the SNR of the output to the
optimal one. According to [2], heuristics based on Local Search
are well adapted for problems with flat landscape. To obtain
some insight on the suitability of Local Search, we perform
a ruggedness analysis of the problem landscape. Our result
shows that Local Search is well adapted for the phase control
problem with large . Details can be found in Appendix E.

The complexity of Local Search depends on the cardinality of
and the number of iterations. Recall that is the number

of quantized phases of the signal from each transmit antenna.
Let be the number of bits to represent each phase. Then we
have . It is easy to see that the cardinality of is

. Regarding the average number of iterations, our
experimental results show that it increases both linearly with
for fixed , and with for fixed (see Figs. 4 and 5). However,
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Fig. 4. Average number of iterations with different values of � .

Fig. 5. Average number of iterations with different values of �.

it is independent of the number of receive antenna, (figure
omitted). Hence, the overall complexity is .

VI. PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS

We summarize the computational complexities of different
algorithms as follows, assuming that is fixed:

It can be seen that Co-phase Algorithm is the most efficient
one. Local Search also has a very low complexity. The com-
plexity of the optimal algorithm, though polynomial in , is
quite high, especially when is not small. For practical ap-
plications, Local Search and Co-phase Algorithm may be more
suitable candidates.

Next we compare the algorithms in terms of the average SNR.
In our simulations, we assume that the channel between each
transmitter-receiver pair is subject to independent quasi-static
Rayleigh fading. The link gain is modeled by a complex
Gaussian random variable with independent I and Q compo-
nents, each of them having mean zero and standard deviation
one. The transmit power is assumed to be one. The receiver
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Fig. 6. Average SNR against the number of transmit antennas, � .

Fig. 7. Average SNR against the number of quantized phases per antenna, �.

noise is assumed to be addictive white Gaussian and its power
is equal to one. We consider an -MIMO system with

equal to two. We first fix the number of quantized phases
per antenna, , as three. The average SNR of the algorithms are
plotted in Fig. 6. Each point is obtained by averaging over 300
simulation runs. From the figure, we can see that Local Search
has significant improvement over Co-phase Algorithm. When
the number of antennas is small, Local Search performs very
close to the optimal.

Fig. 7 shows a similar test where the varying parameter is the
number of quantized phases, , and the numbers of transmit an-
tennas is fixed to be four. We consider four cases:

and 16, which correspond to the cases where the number of feed-
back bits is equal to 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively. Similar to the pre-
vious test, Local Search Algorithm outperforms Co-phase Al-
gorithm. In this case, it essentially yields optimal performance.
Note that the SNR does not improve much when the number of
quantization phases is exceedingly large.

VII. CONCLUSION

We investigated the transmit phase control problem in MIMO
systems. We showed that for a general -MIMO system,
the problem is NP-hard. However, when either or is kept
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constant, the problem can be solved in polynomial time. This is
proven by explicitly constructing a polynomial-time algorithm.

Although a polynomial-time algorithm has been constructed,
its complexity may still be too high for practical purpose. In
view of this, we propose a sub-optimal algorithm based on local
search. Ruggedness analysis shows that it is a suitable tool for
tackling the phase control problem. Moreover, simulation re-
sults show that it outperforms an existing algorithm in terms of
SNR, at the expense of slight increase in complexity.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 5

Let , where
. Assume that . Then

we have

(31)

(32)

(33)

and

(34)

(35)

which contradicts to the assumption that is optimal.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 6

Lemma 6 can be re-phrased as follows: if and only if
and , where the sign function

is defined in (17).
By definition, implies that
for all . Then we have
and , which proves the forward

part.
To prove the reverse part, define the modulo- function

as

where is an integer and . Given any
, it can be decomposed into two components,

, for some and .
It can be shown that

if and only if

(36)

Therefore

(37)

implies

(38)

and

(39)

implies

(40)

Since , (38) and (40) imply that

(41)

for all , and therefore .

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF LEMMA 8

Without loss of generality, we assume that is in ,
for otherwise, we can replace by its projection on .
Denote as the th row of . Subset and that satisfy the
lemma can be obtained by the following iterative process. We
will show that the process will terminate after steps.

Initially, let and . At each
iteration , if the extended rank of , we can
construct a column vector such that

(42)

(43)

and (44)

for some . For each , if ,
define

and let

Note that is well defined since there is at least one ,
where is given in (44). Let

(45)

and .
We would like to prove that for all

otherwise
(46)

The above assertion is obviously true for . Assume that
it is true for . According to (45), we have

otherwise
(47)
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Hence, the assertion is true for all . Furthermore, since
is well defined, is a proper subset of . Since the
process can be applied as long as has extended rank
less than , it will eventually terminate, say, after iteration

. And has extended rank greater than or equal to
.

It remains to prove that the extended rank of is
exactly equal to . From (42), we have

for all

Together with (45)

which implies

Since and
must have extended rank less than . There-

fore, has extended rank exactly equal to .
At this point, we have and such that

and

Since is chosen from a -dim space and has extended
rank , the choice of is unique up to scalar multiples.

APPENDIX D
PSEUDOCODE OF THE OPTIMAL PHASE CONTROL ALGORITHM

Since the pseudocode is used to describe the logical flow, we
assume some complex but straight forward steps can be done in
one step. Denote as the vector , i.e.,
can be written as or .

Algorithm 1 Optimal Phase Control

1: Construct matrix from by (15) and (16).
2: Let extended rank of .
3: This is a -level recursive algorithm. Initialize a set of

arrays, , one for each level.
4: Let and .
5: for level to do
6: for each index in do
7: Input and into Algorithm 2:

ReductionStep , and label the

outputs as , as , for ,
where is given at the output of Algorithm 2.

8: Put the index , for , into array
.

9: end for
10: end for
11: Find the maximum of over all in . The

corresponding is the optimal transmit phase .

Algorithm 2 ReductionStep

1: Initialize an empty array .
2: for each subset which has elements do
3: if the extended rank of then
4: find a -dimensional vector which satisfies

the equation

5: Let and put and into array .

6: end if
7: end for
8: Identify all distinct in . Label them as .
9: For , construct and .

10: return , for .

APPENDIX E
RUGGEDNESS ANALYSIS OF THE PHASE CONTROL PROBLEM

We first introduce the concept of ruggedness, which is a mea-
surement on how flat the problem space is. Let be the ob-
jective function and the neighborhood structure. The dis-
tance between any two distinct solutions and is denoted
by , which is defined as the smallest integer
such that there exists a sequence of solution with

for , and .
To measure the hardness of a combinatorial optimization

problem, the notion of landscape autocorrelation function is
introduced in [24]

(48)

where denotes the average value of over all
solution pairs , and the average value of

over all solution pairs with distance . The above
expression can be rewritten as

(49)

where denotes the average value of over the solution space.
In particular, we are interested in , which is important for

Local Search and its variants. For this purpose, the autocorrela-
tion coefficient is defined in [2]

(50)

which measures the ruggedness of a landscape. The larger it is,
the flatter is the landscape, and the more suitable is the landscape
for Local Search.

Recall that in our context , which can be ex-
pressed as , where is an Hermitian
matrix. To gain some insight on the ruggedness of the landscape
of our problem, we make the assumption that the signal phases
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of all transmit antennas are quantized in the same way, each of
them being quantized uniformly into discrete values, that is

(51)

for , and is the th root of unity. This sim-
plifies the analysis significantly and the assumption made is a
typical setting in practical implementation and is reasonable for
i.i.d. channels. With this assumption, we have

(52)

where denotes the complex conjugate of the complex number
. If , then equals 1. Otherwise, equals

. Since

(53)

we have when . As a result

(54)

Similarly, we have

(55)

(56)

Next, we compute . Consider a
solution pair , where for all except when

(57)

(58)

(59)

where . Then

(60)

(61)

(62)

Notice that implies , and given any ,
we have . Hence

(63)

(64)

Consider .

(65)

(66)

Hence, we have

(67)

(68)

In consequence

(69)

(70)

The autocorrelation coefficient, , depends not only on the
number of transmit antennas, , but also the number of quan-
tization values, . It can be seen that increases from to

when grows from 2 to infinity.
As mentioned earlier, heuristics based on Local Search are

well adapted for problems with a high value of . Experimental
studies indicate that is a high value for whereas is
low. Conclusion is difficult to make for intermediate values like

. Based on this, we can conclude that Local Search is well
adapted for the phase control problem with large .
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